
Im/politeness and offensive language in professional and nonprofessional sub6tles 

This presenta,on will discuss research results based on professional and nonprofessional 
sub,tles wri5en for roman,c comedies and translated from English into Polish. The 
professional sub,tles are retrieved are DVD produc,ons, while the nonprofessional ones are 
of two kinds: fansubbing (amateur translators) and students of English Philology (would-be 
sub,tlers). Fansubbing transla,ons were gleaned from online portals with nonprofessional 
sub,tles whilst students’ sub,tles cons,tute a part of a project I conduced with my students 
wherein as part of their courses of transla,on my students prepared sub,tles for a selec,on 
of films.  

The data thus gathered were next analysed for symptoms of politeness and impoliteness as 
well as stronger forms of impoliteness, i.e. offensiveness. These aspects were examined by 
searching for explicit and implicit forms of them, for example by describing how terms of 
address were rendered (im/politeness), in par,cular how the English generic you was 
translated into Polish (formal pan, pani, państwo or informal you), whether swearwords/
exple,ves/vulgarisms were translated at all and, if so, whether into equally strong words in 
the target language or through their a5enuated forms. The transla,on of some implicit 
language was verified by observing how such forms of implicit offensiveness as irony, insults, 
hyperbole, etc., as well as a combina,on thereof, were rendered. Along with this structural 
analysis, some func,onal aspects were also considered. The func,on of the offensive words 
(such as swearwords), is not always to offend the target, that is to cause harm or to ridicule 
the target, as in some contexts (especially in dialogues between or among close friends) they 
can be deployed for jocular purposes or to strengthen interpersonal bonds and/or peer 
group membership. Hence, offensive words may be used for offence or non-offence, both 
cases are classified here as subtypes of offensiveness understood in a broader sense.  

The study conducted thus far has shown that nonprofessional student transla,ons tend to be 
much more polite than amateurs’ (fansubbing) on the one hand, and thus they are oPen 
similar to professional sub,tles, and, secondly, that fansubbers tend to adhere more to the 
original transcript and thus they display more features of spontaneous speech and tend to be 
more impolite or even offensive. 


